ERASERS
A carefully curated collection of erasers, designed
with the artist in mind

P RE C I S I ON
ER ASING
Fine edged erasers for
precision erasing and to
create delicate textures
and detailing in
graphite

SPECIALIST
MEDIA
ERASING

GENER AL
P UR P O SE
E R A SIN G

Highly absorbent erasers
for removing and lifting
charcoal and pastel

Practical size and easy
grip for convenience
when sketching and
writing

www.DerwentArt.com

PRECISION ERASING
Fine edged erasers for precision erasing and to create delicate
textures and detailing in graphite

All
non-toxic,
and PVC and
latex free.

The largest range in the collection, precision erasing provides artists with a selection of options
ideal for removing the smallest areas of graphite from paper surfaces.

RETRACTABLE ERASER

Straight edged retractable eraser for clean erasing with
minimal dust. Comfortable grip for pen style precision.
Compact and accessible use with pocket clip.

PENCIL ERASER

The Pencil Eraser has a comfortable style grip, with a
soft brush to effortlessly sweep away dust

BOTH ARE BEST USED WITH: DERWENT GRAPHIC

SLIM ERASER

USB RECHARGEABLE ERASER

The Slim Plastic Eraser ideal for removing graphite in
small areas and for soft precise erasing.
Non abrasive, clean finish with low shedding.

Built-in 500mAh lithium-ion battery which is recharged
by USB for convenience and long-lasting charge. Includes
a USB charging lead and 20 eraser refills (10 large
erasers 5mm & 10 extra fine erasers 2.4mm diameter).
The extra fine eraser is perfect for fine hair line erasing
for detailed artwork and technical drawing. Function
button is designed to push on and off when required,
allowing your hand to hold freely for maximum control.
Suitable for left- and right-hand use, non-abrasive with
circular motor movement.

SLIM ERASER BEST USED WITH: DERWENT GRAPHIC
USB RECHARGEABLE ERASER BEST USED WITH:
DERWENT GRAPHIC , PROCOLOUR AND COLOURSOFT
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SPECIALIST MEDIA
ERASING

Both
non-toxic,
and PVC and
latex free

Highly absorbent erasers for removing and lifting charcoal and pastel particles
Specialist tools are required when working with charcoal, pastel and colour pencil.
The Specialist Media Erasing collection from Derwent offers a selection of products, specifically designed
to optimise performance when lifting these media from paper surfaces.

SPECIALIST ARTIST
ERASERS

TECHNIQUE – a soft eraser that lifts charcoal and
pastel particles off the paper, perfect for technical
drawing and sketching
ARTIST – a hard eraser for removal of dense strokes
of graphite and soft coloured pencil.
Both have strong absorption quality.
High performance, non-abrasive erasing.

KNEADABLE ERASER
IN A BOX

Putty formulation lifts and absorbs graphite, charcoal
and pastel particles off the paper. Pliable and kneadable
consistency allows to mould to desired shape for
erasing.
Key tool for artists. Includes storage box to keep clean.

BEST USED WITH: DERWENT LIGHTFAST DERWENT CHARCOAL, PASTEL
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GENERAL PURPOSE
ERASING

Non-toxic,
and PVC and
latex free

Practical size and easy grip for convenience when sketching and writing
An all-rounder, suitable for both artists and writers.

MULTI - U S E ER A S ER

Plastic eraser with medium to hard firmness and non-abrasive. Robust, with a
clear finish and low shedding.

BEST USED WITH: DERWENT GRAPHIC
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